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FINN + EMMA PLAY GYM
This beautifully made two-height, adjustable play 
gym has a 100% birch wood frame finished with 
non-toxic stains and lacquers. The wooden toys are 
also non-toxic and made from untreated indian 
hardwood buffed with vegetable seed wax. The 
handknit dolls were made with phthalate-free
rattles inside and organic cotton. All Finn + Emma 
play gym buddies are interchangeable and can 
be used away from the gym in the car, on the 
bumper bar of your stroller, or on a high chair. Birth +. 
$135; finnandemma.com.
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GEORGIA FAMILY MAGAZINE HAS TESTED OODLES OF TOYS TO MAKE YOUR JOB OF
SHOPPING EASIER. WE HAVE CHOSEN THE BEST, BASED ON INNOVATION, SAFETY,

EDUCATIONAL IMPACT, AND/OR THEIR OVERALL FUN FACTOR.
Compiled by Véronique F. Saiya 

FRANCK & FISCHER 
BASTIAN ELEPHANT 

MUSICAL TOY
Hang this cutie on a 

stroller, crib, or playpen. 
Pull the flower and 

Schubert’s ”Lullaby” is 
played. Yarn made of 
100% certified organic 

cotton. $32; thetot.com

MIA THE LAMB TEETHER
Caaocho’s 100% pure, 

natural rubber teething 
toy. Perfect for baby’s 

mouth and hands. $18; 
caaocho.com.
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FELTMAN BROTHERS 16" DOLL CAROLINE GRACE
This high quality, limited edition collector’s doll is baby scented 

and features the softest skin, real eyelashes, an adorable pixie cut, 
and hand-painted realistic fingernails! Comes with a birth certif-
icate and embroidered dress, bonnet, booties, and bloomers! 6 

mos. +. $149; feltmanbrothers.com

••• holiday guide •••

SHAPE MAGS MAGNETIC TILE BUILDING SET
This magnetic tile building sets allow little builders 
to create castles, bridges, trains, buildings, pyra-

mids, rockets, and whatever else their imagination 
inspires. Compatible with other magnetic tile 

brands. Kids can also shine a flashlight through their 
magnetic structures to explore shadows and color.  

3 yrs. +. $25 +; Toys2Discover.com

TITUS DOG PUZZLE
A cute 9-piece puzzle for little hands with a corner cut 

out for ease of removal from the base. Printed plywood 
with the image printed on the base as well ensures color 

and shape recognition as the next step up from the 
traditional peg puzzle. 18 mos. +. $9 +; janod.com

RADIO FLYER SCOOT-ABOUT
Wide front wheels for stability & safety. Furniture-friendly front 

bumper. Real working steering. Easy glide wheels and adjustable 
seat height with easy turn knob. Sports streamers and a ringing 

bell. 1 yr. +. $60 +; radioflyer.com
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WELLIEWISHERS
Girls will learn about the
personality traits of each 
doll they select. Sized just 
right for younger girls at 
14.5.” Each doll comes 
with outfit shown. Extras like 
books, accessories, and 
matching kid-sized clothes 
are also available. Ages 5 +. 
$60 each; americangirl.com.

TALL TALES: THE GAME OF INFINITE STORYTELLING
Brings back electronic-free fun by encouraging interactive play through story-

telling. Players draw random story elements from a bag and twist their best tale 
using each piece, just like the world used to do before the technology revolu-
tion. The only limit is your imagination. Ages 4 +. $35 each; scsdirectinc.com.

ALEX TOYS COLOR A ROCK: TURTLE
Paint and personalize a terrific tortoise by 
transforming a pretend rock into a weath-
er-proof work of art. Ages 8 +. $16 each; 

alexbrands.com.
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DX1 FREESTYLE DIRT SCOOTER
The extra-large, DX1 off-road scooter has oversized 8" air filled, knobby pneu-
matic tires to absorb the shocks and allow for plenty of ground clearance to 

ride over obstacles. Reinforced composite wheel hubs and a large 6000 series 
aluminum deck gives kids and adults the ability to take the DX1 on any riding 

surface without worry. The oversized and reinforced high tensile steel, four-
piece bars with BMX style grips keeps the rider in control at all times. Polished 

stainless steel foot brake. Ages 8+/up to 180 lbs. $150; pulsescooters.com

MAX TRAXXX TRACER RACERS
REMOTE CONTROL
THE SHOWDOWN SET
This racing set contains over 100 pieces: 
a Camaro RC racer, a Mustang RC racer, 
8 dual corners, 2 lane changers, a digital 
starting gate/lap counter, over 40 X-BLOX 
construction brix, and a dual loop—every-
thing required for superfast racing in the 
light or dark. Each Tracer Racer beams 
down purple light rays from its undercar-
riage onto track specially engineered to 
emit glow remnants long after the racer 
has passed. Perfect for both beginning 
and advanced race fans as variable 
speed remote control cars, a skill jump, 
and adjustable track heights allow racers 
to control course difficulty. Ages 6 +. $200 
skullduggery.com or toysrus.com.

NAIL CHARMS
Make your manicure shimmer, sparkle, and shine with the 400+ 3D nail charms! 
Learn to paint mix-and-match nail designs and add decorative charms with 
the 2-in-1 detail brush tool. A step-by-step, 56-page instructional book with 

more than 30 designs will make your nails picture-perfect. Ages 8 +. $20; 
scholastic.com/books/klutz/


